Automated Modernization
of PowerBuilder applications to
.Net or J2EE environment.
Achieve your business goals with modernized environment.
MainTrend's PowerBuilder to .Net or J2EE conversion opens a seamless way to migrate
your PowerBuilder applications to the modern environment.
Based on MainTrend's
proprietary toolset, automated
conversion as a replacement
methodology saves all the
investments in business
knowledge and opens the way to
maintenance and further
development in a new modern
environment.
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Accelerates the delivery of new application features
After the migration of your PowerBuilder applications to the modern .Net or J2EE environment, you will have more
consolidated and unified development environment. This may significantly increase your development productivity.

Integrates with your .Net or J2EE environment
The migrated application belongs to the same environment, as your other applications. That is, you will be able to
use not just interoperability with them, but full and seamless integration with your .Net or J2EE environment.

Reduces maintenance costs
You will have not only the development environment unified, but also your production environment consolidated: the
same licenses, servers, security settings, permission and access control systems, management and auditing tools
and so on.
Automated conversions result in consistent coding styles in terms of code formatting and syntax.
You will be able to increase the reusability of your frameworks, components and services.

Eliminates lack of skilled personnel
Experienced developers are either retiring from the workforce or switching to work in newer technology fields to
remain competitive. As a result, the pool of available personnel to support many older systems continues to dwindle.
By converting your legacy language code to more widely used industry standard languages, the possibilities of
finding qualified personnel are increased.

Increases user satisfaction and business productivity
Enhanced performance and efficiency of your modernized application, your new more flexible and modern user
interface will bring more satisfaction to the end-users and increase their business productivity.

For more information please contact us at:
Email:
Site:
Direct link:

powerbuilder@maintrend.net
http://www.maintrend.net/
http://maintrend.net/PB/PBConversion.htm

